Welcome to

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
Operations Management is important, exciting, challenging, and everywhere your
look!
Important, because it’s concerned with creating all of the products and services upon
which we depend. Exciting, because it’s at the centre of so many of the changes affecting
the world of business. Challenging, because the solutions that we find need to work
globally and responsibly within society and the environment. And everywhere, because
every service and product that you use – the cereal you eat at breakfast, the chair you sit
on, and the radio station you listen to while you eat – is the result of an operation or
process.
Our aim in writing Operations Management is to give you a comprehensive understanding
of the issues and techniques of operations management, and to help you get a great final
result in your course. Here’s how you might make the most of the text:
●

Get ahead with the latest developments – from the up-to-the-minute Operations in
practice features in every chapter to the focus on corporate social responsibility in the
final chapter – these put you at the cutting edge.

●

Use the Worked examples and Problems and applications to improve your use of key
quantitative and qualitative techniques, and work your way to better grades in your
assignments and exams.

●

Follow up on the recommended readings at the end of each chapter. They’re specially
selected to enhance your learning and give you an edge in your course work.

And in particular, look out for the references to
MyOMLab in the text, and log on to
www.myomlab.com* where you can
●

check and reinforce your understanding of key concepts using self-assessment
questions, audio summaries, animations video clips and more;

●

practice your problem-solving with feedback, guided solutions and a limitless supply of
questions!

We want Operations Management to give you what you need: a comprehensive view of the
subject, an ambition to put that into practice, and – of course – success in your
studies. So, read on and good luck!
Nigel Slack
Stuart Chambers
Robert Johnston
* P.S. In order to log in to MyOMLab, you’ll need to register with the access code included with all
new copies of the book.
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Check your understanding
Each chapter opens with a set of Key questions to identify major topics. Summary answers conclude
the chapter. You can check your understanding of each chapter by taking the Sample tests of
self-assessment questions on MyOMLab at www.myomlab.com.
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Part One

Introduction

Summary answers to key questions
Check and improve your understanding of this chapter using self assessment questions
and a personalised study plan, audio and video downloads, and an eBook – all at
www.myomlab.com.

Operations performance

➤ Why is operations performance important in any organization?

Introduction

Key questions
➤ Why is operations performance
important in any organization?
➤ How does the operations function
incorporate all stakeholders’
objectives?
➤ What does top management expect
from the operations function?
➤ What are the performance
objectives of operations and
what are the internal and external
beneﬁts which derive from excelling
in each of them?
➤ How do operations performance
objectives trade off against each
other?

Operations are judged by the way they perform. There are
many individuals and groups doing the judging and there
are many different aspects of performance on which the
assessment is being made. The people doing the judging are
called ‘stakeholders’ and the aspects of performance they
are using are called ‘performance objectives’. And if we want
to understand the strategic contribution of the operations
function, it is important to understand how we can measure
its performance. So this chapter starts by illustrating how
operations performance can impact on the success of the
whole organization. Second, we look at various perspectives
on, and aspects of performance. Finally, we examine how
performance objectives trade off against each other. On our
general model of operations management the topics covered in
this chapter are represented by the area marked on Figure 2.1.

■

Operations management can either ‘make or break’ any business. It is large and, in most businesses, represents the bulk of its assets, but also because the operations function gives the
ability to compete by providing the ability to respond to customers and by developing the
capabilities that will keep it ahead of its competitors in the future.

➤ How does the operations function incorporate all stakeholders objectives?
■

At a strategic level, performance objectives relate to the interests of the operation’s stakeholders. They relate to the company’s responsibility to customers, suppliers, shareholders,
employees, and society in general.

➤ What does top management expect from the operations function?
■

Operations can contribute to the organization as a whole by:
– reducing the costs
– achieving customer satisfaction
– reducing the risk of operational failure
– reducing the amount of investment
– providing the basis for future innovation.

➤ What are the performance objectives of operations and what are the internal
and external beneﬁts which derive from excelling in each of them?
■

By ‘doing things right’, operations seek to inﬂuence the quality of the company’s goods and
services. Externally, quality is an important aspect of customer satisfaction or dissatisfaction.
Internally, quality operations both reduce costs and increase dependability.

■

By ‘doing things fast’, operations seek to inﬂuence the speed with which goods and services
are delivered. Externally, speed is an important aspect of customer service. Internally, speed
both reduces inventories by decreasing internal throughput time and reduces risks by delaying
the commitment of resources.

■

By ‘doing things on time’, operations seek to inﬂuence the dependability of the delivery of goods
and services. Externally, dependability is an important aspect of customer service. Internally,
dependability within operations increases operational reliability, thus saving the time and money
that would otherwise be taken up in solving reliability problems and also giving stability to the
operation.

■

By ‘changing what they do’, operations seek to inﬂuence the ﬂexibility with which the company
produces goods and services. Externally, ﬂexibility can:
– produce new products and services (product/service ﬂexibility);
– produce a wide range or mix of products and services (mix ﬂexibility);
– produce different quantities or volumes of products and services (volume ﬂexibility);
– produce products and services at different times (delivery ﬂexibility).

Figure 2.1 This chapter examines operations performance

Check and improve your understanding of this chapter using self assessment
questions and a personalised study plan, audio and video downloads, and an
eBook – all at www.myomlab.com.

Making the most of this book and MyOMLab

Practice makes perfect
Worked examples show how quantitative and qualitative techniques can be used in operations
management. Problems and applications at the end of the chapter allow you to apply these techniques,
and you can get more practice as well as guided solutions from the Study plan on MyOMLab at
www.myomlab.com.
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Part Three Planning and control

Effective capacity

Utilization
Efﬁciency

Chapter 11 Capacity planning and control

run continuously at its maximum rate. Different products will have different coating requirements, so the line will need to be stopped while it is changed over. Maintenance will need to
be performed on the line, which will take out further productive time. Technical scheduling
difﬁculties might mean further lost time. Not all of these losses are the operations manager’s
fault; they have occurred because of the market and technical demands on the operation.
The actual capacity which remains, after such losses are accounted for, is called the effective
capacity of operation. These causes of reduction in capacity will not be the only losses in
the operation. Such factors as quality problems, machine breakdowns, absenteeism and
other avoidable problems will all take their toll. This means that the actual output of the line
will be even lower than the effective capacity. The ratio of the output actually achieved by
an operation to its design capacity, and the ratio of output to effective capacity are called,
respectively, the utilization and the efﬁciency of the plant:
Utilization =
Efﬁciency =

Problems and applications
These problems and applications will help to improve your analysis of operations. You
can ﬁnd more practice problems as well as worked examples and guided solutions on
MyOMLab at www.myomlab.com.
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actual output
design capacity

actual output
effective capacity
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Worked example
Suppose the photographic paper manufacturer has a coating line with a design capacity of
200 square metres per minute, and the line is operated on a 24-hour day, 7 days per week
(168 hours per week) basis.
Design capacity is 200 × 60 × 24 × 7 = 2.016 million square metres per week. The
records for a week’s production show the following lost production time:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Product changeovers (set-ups)
Regular preventative maintenance
No work scheduled
Quality sampling checks
Shift change times
Maintenance breakdown
Quality failure investigation
Coating material stockouts
Labour shortages
Waiting for paper rolls

20 hrs
16 hrs
8 hrs
8 hrs
7 hrs
18 hrs
20 hrs
8 hrs
6 hrs
6 hrs

3

4

Design capacity = 168 hours per week
Effective capacity = 168 − 59 = 109 hrs
Actual output = 168 − 59 − 58 = 51 hrs
Utilization =

actual output
51 hrs
=
= 0.304(30%)
design capacity 168 hrs

Efﬁciency =

actual output
51 hrs
=
= 0.468(47%)
effective capacity 109 hrs

In the example above, if a new computer system is installed that allows experienced staff to increase their
work rate to 20 applications per day, and untrained staff to 15 applications per day, (a) does the department
still need 2 permanent staff, and (b) how many temporary members of staff will be needed between days 100
and 150?
A ﬁeld service organization repairs and maintains printing equipment for a large number of customers.
It offers one level of service to all its customers and employs 30 staff. The operation’s marketing vice-president
has decided that in future the company will offer 3 standards of service, platinum, gold and silver. It is
estimated that platinum-service customers will require 50 per cent more time from the company’s ﬁeld
service engineers than the current service. The current service is to be called ‘the gold service’. The silver
service is likely to require about 80 per cent of the time of the gold service. If future demand is estimated
to be 20 per cent platinum, 70 per cent gold and 10 per cent silver service, how many staff will be needed
to fulﬁl demand?
Look again at the principles which govern customers’ perceptions of the queuing experience. For the following
operations, apply the principles to minimize the perceived negative effects of queuing.
(a) A cinema
(b) A doctor’s surgery
(c) Waiting to board an aircraft.

5
During this week the actual output was only 582,000 square metres.
The ﬁrst ﬁve categories of lost production occur as a consequence of reasonably unavoidable, planned occurrences and amount to a total of 59 hours. The last ﬁve categories are
unplanned, and avoidable, losses and amount to 58 hours.
Measured in hours of production.

A local government ofﬁce issues hunting licences. Demand for these licences is relatively slow in the ﬁrst part
of the year but then increases after the middle of the year before slowing down again towards the end of
the year. The department works a 220-day year on a 5-days-a-week basis. Between working days 0 and 100,
demand is 25 per cent of demand during the peak period which lasts between day 100 and day 150. After
150 demand reduces to about 12 per cent of the demand during the peak period. In total, the department
processes 10,000 applications per year. The department has 2 permanent members of staff who are
capable of processing 15 licence applications per day. If an untrained temporary member of staff can only
process 10 licences per day, how many temporary staff should the department recruit between days 100
and 150?

6

Consider how airlines cope with balancing capacity and demand. In particular, consider the role of yield
management. Do this by visiting the web site of a low-cost airline, and for a number of ﬂights price the fare
that is being charged by the airline from tomorrow onwards. In other words, how much would it cost if you
needed to ﬂy tomorrow, how much if you needed to ﬂy next week, how much if you needed to ﬂy in 2 weeks,
etc. Plot the results for different ﬂights and debate the ﬁndings.
Calculate the overall equipment efﬁciency (OEE) of the following facilities by investigating their use.
(a) A lecture theatre
(b) A cinema
(c) A coffee machine
Discuss whether it is worth trying to increase the OEE of these facilities and, if it is, how you would go
about it.
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Making the most of this book and MyOMLab (continued)
Analyse operations in action
The Operations in practice and Case study features in each chapter illustrate and encourage you to
analyse operations management in action. You can see and hear more about how theory is applied in
practice in the animations and video clips in the Multimedia library in MyOMLab at www.myomlab.com.

Part Three Planning and control

Chapter 1 Operations management

Operations in practice Britvic – delivering drinks to demand

‘I can’t believe how much we have changed in a relatively
short time. From being an inward-looking manufacturer,
we became a customer-focused “design and make”
operation. Now we are an integrated service provider. Most
of our new business comes from the partnerships
we have formed with design houses. In effect, we design
products jointly with specialist design houses that have
a well-known brand, and offer them a complete service
of manufacturing and distribution. In many ways we are
now a “business-to-business” company rather than a
“business-to-consumer” company.’ (Jim Thompson, CEO,
Concept Design Services (CDS))
CDS had become one of Europe’s most proﬁtable homeware businesses. Originally founded in the 1960s, the company had moved from making industrial mouldings, mainly
in the aerospace sector, and some cheap ‘homeware’ items
such as buckets and dustpans, sold under the ‘Focus’
brand name, to making very high-quality (expensive) stylish
homewares with a high ‘design value’.

customers (supermarkets). Given the lack of space
in the High Bay, it is not possible to simply stock up
for the busy periods, so ﬂexibility and efﬁciency are
the keys to success.
The NDC uses a number of methods to cope with
demand ﬂuctuation. Most importantly is the use and
development of technology both within the NDC and out
in Britvic’s supply chain. High levels of throughput and
the ability to respond quickly to demand ﬂuctuations
depend on the use of integrated information technology
linked to automated ‘High Bay’ handling technology.
‘Without the automation this plant simply couldn’t
function. You realize how much you need this system
when it breaks down! The other day, multiple errors
in the system meant that in the space of 6 hours
we went from being ahead to having 50 loads waiting to
be processed. That equates to 1,350 pallets or nearly
4 million cans.’
Human resource management is also key in managing
capacity. Every morning the shift manager receives
orders for the day, although further orders can be placed
at any time during the day. The order information allows
the multi-skilled workforce to be allocated effectively.
The daily meetings also allow any problems to be
addressed and dealt with before they become critical.
Finally, by outsourcing the NDC management to
Wincanton, the site is able to second employees from
other Wincanton-owned sites when demand is high.
‘Our other sites around the country have different peaks
and troughs throughout the year which helps us utilize
employee numbers.’

The move into ‘Concept’ products
The move into higher-margin homeware had been masterminded by Linda Fleet, CDS’s Marketing Director, who
had previously worked for a large retail chain of paint
and wallpaper retailers. ‘Experience in the decorative products industry had taught me the importance of fashion
and product development, even in mundane products such
as paint. Premium-priced colours and new textures would
become popular for one or two years, supported by appropriate promotion and features in lifestyle magazines. The
manufacturers and retailers who created and supported
these products were dramatically more proﬁtable than those
who simply provided standard ranges. Instinctively, I felt
that this must also apply to homeware. We decided to
develop a whole coordinated range of such items, and to
open up a new distribution network for them to serve upmarket stores, kitchen equipment and speciality retailers.
Within a year of launching our ﬁrst new range of kitchen
homeware under the “Concept” brand name, we had over
3000 retail outlets signed up, provided with point-of-sale
display facilities. Press coverage generated an enormous
interest which was reinforced by the product placement on
several TV cookery and “lifestyle” programmes. We soon
developed an entirely new market and within two years
“Concept” products were providing over 75 per cent of our
revenue and 90 per cent of our proﬁts. The price realization of Concept products is many times higher than for the
Focus range. To keep ahead we launched new ranges at
regular intervals.’

The move to the design house partnerships

Source: Alamy/Adrian Sherratt

Britvic is amongst Europe’s leading soft-drink
manufacturers, a major player in a market consuming
nearly ten billion litres a year. Annually, Britvic bottles,
distributes and sells over 1 billion litres of ready-to-drink
soft drinks in around 400 different ﬂavours, shapes and
sizes, including brands such as Pepsi, Tango, Robinsons,
Aqua Libra, Purdey’s and J2O. Every year, Britvic
produce enough cans of soft drinks to stretch three
times around the world, so it has to be a high-volume
and high-speed business. Its six UK factories contain
factory lines producing up to 1,500 cans a minute, with
distribution organized on a giant scale. At the centre of
its distribution network is a National Distribution Centre
(NDC) located at Lutterworth, UK. It is designed to
operate 24 hours a day throughout the year, handling
up to 620 truckloads of soft drinks daily and, together
with a national network of 12 depots, it has to ensure
that 250,000 outlets in the UK receive their orders on
time. Designed and built in collaboration with Wincanton,
a specialist supply chain solutions company, which
now manages Britvic’s NDC, it is capable of holding
up to 140 million cans in its 50,000-pallet ‘High Bay’
warehouse. All information, from initial order to ﬁnal
delivery, is held electronically. Loads are scanned at
Britvic factories and fed into the ‘Business Planning
and Control System’ that creates a schedule of
receipts. This information is then fed to the Warehouse
Management System and when hauliers arrive at the
NDC, data are passed over to the Movement Control
System that controls the retrieval of pallets from the
High Bay.
Over the year Britvic distribute over 100 million
cases. However, the demand pattern for soft drinks is
seasonal, with short-term changes caused by both
weather and marketing campaigns. Furthermore,
Britvic’s service policy of responding whenever
customers want them to deliver has a dramatic impact
on the NDC and its capacity planning. ‘Our busiest
periods are during the summer and in the run-up to
Christmas, where we expect over 200 trailers in and
out each day – that equates to about 3 million cases
per week. In the quiet periods, especially after
Christmas, we have less than a million cases per week’
(Distribution Manager).
Not only is demand on the NDC seasonal in a
general sense, it can vary from 2,000 pallets one day,
to 6,000 the next, as a result of short-term weather
patterns and variable order patterns from large
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Case study
Design house partnerships at Concept Design Services6

1

Source: Wincanton
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‘Over the last four years, we have been designing, manufacturing and distributing products for some of the more
prestigious design houses. This sort of business is likely
to grow, especially in Europe where the design houses
appreciate our ability to offer a full service. We can design
products in conjunction with their own design staff and
offer them a level of manufacturing expertise they can’t
get elsewhere. More signiﬁcantly, we can offer a distribution service which is tailored to their needs. From the
customer’s point of view the distribution arrangements
appear to belong to the design house itself. In fact they are
based exclusively on our own call centre, warehouse and
distribution resources.’
The most successful collaboration was with Villessi, the
Italian designers. Generally it was CDS’s design expertise
which was attractive to ‘design house’ partners. Not only
did CDS employ professionally respected designers, they
had also acquired a reputation for being able to translate
difﬁcult technical designs into manufacturable and saleable

➔

Making the most of this book and MyOMLab

Take a different view
Critical commentaries, together with Further reading and Useful websites at the end of each chapter,
show a diversity of viewpoint and encourage you to think critically about operations management.
You can find the Useful websites in the Multimedia library of MyOMLab at www.myomlab.com.

Chapter 10 The nature of planning and control
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Chapter 6 Supply network design

4

5

Figure 10.16 The drum, buffer, rope concept

Therefore, some form of communication between the bottleneck and the input to the process
is needed to make sure that activities before the bottleneck do not overproduce. This is called
the rope (see Figure 10.16).

Critical commentary
Most of the perspectives on control taken in this chapter are simpliﬁcations of a far more
messy reality. They are based on models used to understand mechanical systems such as
car engines. But anyone who has worked in real organizations knows that organizations
are not machines. They are social systems, full of complex and ambiguous interactions.
Simple models such as these assume that operations objectives are always clear and
agreed, yet organizations are political entities where different and often conﬂicting objectives
compete. Local government operations, for example, are overtly political. Furthermore,
the outputs from operations are not always easily measured. A university may be able to
measure the number and qualiﬁcations of its students, for example, but it cannot measure
the full impact of its education on their future happiness. Also, even if it is possible to
work out an appropriate intervention to bring an operation back into ‘control’, most
operations cannot perfectly predict what effect the intervention will have. Even the largest
of burger bar chains does not know exactly how a new shift allocation system will affect
performance. Also, some operations never do the same thing more than once anyway.
Most of the work done by construction operations is one-offs. If every output is different,
how can ‘controllers’ ever know what is supposed to happen? Their plans themselves are
mere speculation.

The degree of difﬁculty in controlling operations

The simple monitoring control model in Figure 10.15 helps us to understand the basic functions of the monitoring and control activity. But, as the critical commentary box says, it is
a simpliﬁcation. Some simple technology-dominated processes may approximate to it, but
many other operations do not. In fact, the speciﬁc criticisms cited in the critical commentary
box provide a useful set of questions which can be used to assess the degree of difﬁculty
associated with control of any operation:9
●
●
●
●

Is there consensus over what the operation’s objectives should be?
How well can the output from the operation be measured?
Are the effects of interventions into the operation predictable?
Are the operation’s activities largely repetitive?

Figure 10.17 illustrates how these four questions can form dimensions of ‘controllability’.
It shows three different operations. The food processing operation is relatively straightforward
to control, while the child care service is particularly difﬁcult. The tax advice service is somewhere in between.

6

A private health-care clinic has been offered a leasing deal where it could lease a CAT scanner at a ﬁxed
charge of A2,000 per month and a charge per patient of A6 per patient scanned. The clinic currently charges
A10 per patient for taking a scan. (a) At what level of demand (in number of patients per week) will the clinic
break even on the cost of leasing the CAT scan? (b) Would a revised lease that stipulated a ﬁxed cost of
A3,000 per week and a variable cost of A0.2 per patient be a better deal?
Visit sites on the Internet that offer (legal) downloadable music using MP3 or other compression formats.
Consider the music business supply chain, (a) for the recordings of a well-known popular music artist, and
(b) for a less well-known (or even largely unknown) artist struggling to gain recognition. How might the
transmission of music over the Internet affect each of these artists’ sales? What implications does electronic
music transmission have for record shops?
Visit the web sites of companies that are in the paper manufacturing/pulp production/packaging industries.
Assess the extent to which the companies you have investigated are vertically integrated in the paper supply
chain that stretches from foresting through to the production of packaging materials.

Selected further reading
Carmel, E. and Tjia, P. (2005) Offshoring Information
Technology: Sourcing and Outsourcing to a Global Workforce,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. An academic book
on outsourcing.
Chopra, S. and Meindl, P. (2001) Supply Chain Management:
Strategy, Planning and Operations, Prentice Hall, Upper
Saddle River, NJ. A good textbook that covers both strategic
and operations issues.
Dell, M. (with Catherine Fredman) (1999) Direct from Dell:
Strategies that Revolutionized an Industry, Harper Business

London. Michael Dell explains how his supply network
strategy (and other decisions) had such an impact on the
industry. Interesting and readable, but not a critical analysis!
Schniederjans, M.J. (1998) International Facility Location
and Acquisition Analysis, Quorum Books, New York. Very
much one for the technically minded.
Vashistha, A. and Vashistha, A. (2006) The Offshore Nation:
Strategies for Success in Global Outsourcing and Offshoring,
McGraw-Hill Higher Education. Another topical book on
outsourcing.

Useful web sites
www.locationstrategies.com Exactly what the title implies.
Good industry discussion.
www.cpmway.com American location selection site. You can
get a ﬂavour of how location decisions are made.
www.transparency.org A leading site for international business (including location) that ﬁghts corruption.
www.intel.com More details on Intel’s ‘Copy Exactly’ strategy
and other capacity strategy issues.

www.opsman.org Lots of useful stuff.
www.outsourcing.com Site of the Institute of Outsourcing.
Some good case studies and some interesting reports, news
items, etc.
www.bath.ac.uk/crisps A centre for research in strategic purchasing and supply with some interesting papers.

Now that you have ﬁnished reading this chapter, why not visit MyOMLab at
www.myomlab.com where you’ll ﬁnd more learning resources to help you
make the most of your studies and get a better grade?
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Preface
Introduction
Operations management is important. It is concerned
with creating the services and products upon which we
all depend. And all organizations produce some mixture
of services and products, whether that organization is
large or small, manufacturing or service, for proﬁt or
not for proﬁt, public or private. Thankfully, most companies have now come to understand the importance
of operations. This is because they have realized that
effective operations management gives the potential to
improve both efﬁciency and customer service simultaneously. But more than this, operations management is
everywhere, it is not conﬁned to the operations function.
All managers, whether they are called Operations or
Marketing or Human Resources or Finance, or whatever, manage processes and serve customers (internal
or external). This makes, at least part of their activities
‘operations’.
Operations management is also exciting. It is at the
centre of so many of the changes affecting the business
world – changes in customer preference, changes in
supply networks brought about by internet-based
technologies, changes in what we want to do at work,
how we want to work, where we want to work, and
so on. There has rarely been a time when operations
management was more topical or more at the heart of
business and cultural shifts.
Operations management is also challenging. Promoting the creativity which will allow organizations to
respond to so many changes is becoming the prime
task of operations managers. It is they who must ﬁnd
the solutions to technological and environmental
challenges, the pressures to be socially responsible, the
increasing globalization of markets and the difﬁcult-todeﬁne areas of knowledge management.

●

●
●

●

●

●

Who should use this book?
Anyone who is interested in how services and products
are created.
●

●

●

The aim of this book
This book provides a clear, authoritative, well structured
and interesting treatment of operations management as
it applies to a variety of businesses and organizations.
The text provides both a logical path through the activities of operations management and an understanding
of their strategic context.
More speciﬁcally, this text is:

Strategic in its perspective. It is unambiguous in
treating the operations function as being central to
competitiveness.
Conceptual in the way it explains the reasons why
operations managers need to take decisions.
Comprehensive in its coverage of the signiﬁcant ideas
and issues which are relevant to most types of
operation.
Practical in that the issues and challenges of making
operations management decisions in practice are
discussed. The ‘Operations in practice’ feature, which
starts every chapter, the short cases that appear
through the chapters, and the case studies at the end
of each chapter, all explore the approaches taken
by operations managers in practice.
International in the examples which are used. There
are over 120 descriptions of operations practice from
all over the world.
Balanced in its treatment. This means we reﬂect the
balance of economic activity between service and
manufacturing operations. Around seventy-ﬁve per
cent of examples are from service organizations and
twenty-ﬁve percent from manufacturing.

Undergraduates on business studies, technical or
joint degrees should ﬁnd it sufﬁciently structured to
provide an understandable route through the subject
(no prior knowledge of the area is assumed).
MBA students should ﬁnd that its practical discussions of operations management activities enhance
their own experience.
Postgraduate students on other specialist masters
degrees should ﬁnd that it provides them with a wellgrounded and, at times, critical approach to the subject.

Distinctive features
Clear structure

The structure of the book uses a model of operations
management which distinguishes between design, planning and control, and improvement.

Preface

Illustrations-based

Case studies

Operations management is a practical subject and cannot
be taught satisfactorily in a purely theoretical manner.
Because of this we have used examples and ‘boxed’ short
cases which explain some issues faced by real operations.

Every chapter includes a case study suitable for class
discussion. The cases are usually short enough to serve
as illustrations, but have sufﬁcient content also to serve
as the basis of case sessions.

Worked examples

Problems and applications

Operations management is a subject that blends qualitative and quantitative perspectives; ‘worked examples’
are used to demonstrate how both types of technique
can be used.

Every chapter includes a set of problem type exercises.
These can be used to check out your understanding
of the concepts illustrated in the worked examples.
There are also activities that support the learning
objectives of the chapter that can be done individually
or in groups.

Critical commentaries

Not everyone agrees about what is the best approach
to the various topics and issues with operations management. This is why we have included ‘critical commentaries’ that pose alternative views to the one being
expressed in the main ﬂow of the text.
Summary answers to key questions

Each chapter is summarized in the form of a list of bullet
points. These extract the essential points which answer
the key question posed at the beginning of each chapter.

Selected further reading

Every chapter ends with a short list of further reading
which takes the topics covered in the chapter further, or
treats some important related issues. The nature of each
further reading is also explained.
Useful websites

A short list of web addresses is included in each chapter
for those who wish to take their studies further.
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To the Instructor …
Teaching and learning resources for the 6th edition
New for the sixth edition

●

We have a regular opportunity to listen to the views of
users of the book and are always keen to receive feedback.
Our research for the 6th edition resulted in maintaining
the successful structure of previous editions and incorporating the following key changes:
●

●

●

●

●

An even greater emphasis has been placed on the idea
of ‘process management’, making the subject more
relevant to every functional areas of the organization.
A whole new chapter on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has been added, and reﬂects a greater
emphasis on this issue throughout the book.
The ‘Operations in Practice’ sections that are used to
introduce the topic at the beginning of each chapter
have been refreshed.
The Worked examples have been extended to provide
a better balance between qualitative and quantitativebased techniques.
Many of the cases at the end of the chapter and short
cases are new (but the old ones are still available on
the web site), and provide an up-to-date selection of
operations issues.

●

The ‘Problems’ and ‘Study activities’ sections have
been merged. This makes each chapter more
compact.
The book has been visually redesigned to aid
learning.

Instructor’s resources
A completely new instructor’s manual is available to
lecturers adopting this textbook, together with
PowerPoint presentations for each chapter and a
Testbank of assessment questions. Visit www.
pearsoned.co.uk/slack to access these.
In addition a new Operations in Practice DVD is
now available. Please contact your local Pearson
Education Sales Consultant (www.pearsoned.co.uk/
replocator) for further details and to request a copy.
Finally, and most importantly, a new set of online
resources to enable students to check their understanding, practice key techniques and improve their problemsolving skills now accompanies the book. Please see
below for details of MyOMLab.

The key to greater understanding and better grades in Operations Management!
MyOMLab for instructors
MyOMLab is designed to save you time in preparing and delivering assignments and assessments for your
course, and to enable your students to study independently and at their own pace. Using MyOMLab, you
can take advantage of:
●

A wide range of engaging resources, including video, powerpoint slides and animated models with audio
commentary.

●

Hundreds of self-assessment questions, including algorithmically-generated quantitative values which
make for a different problem every time.

●

A Homework feature, allowing you to assign work for your students to prepare for your next class or
seminar.

●

A Gradebook which tracks students' performance on sample tests as well as assessments of your own
design.

If you'd like to learn more or find out how MyOMLab could help you, please contact your local Pearson
sales consultant at www.pearsoned.co.uk/replocator or visit www.myomlab.com.

To the Student . . .
Making the most of this book
All academic textbooks in business management are, to
some extent, simpliﬁcations of the messy reality which
is actual organizational life. Any book has to separate
topics, in order to study them, which in reality are
closely related. For example, technology choice impacts
on job design which in turn impacts on quality control;
yet we have treated these topics individually. The ﬁrst
hint therefore in using this book effectively is to look out
for all the links between the individual topics. Similarly
with the sequence of topics, although the chapters
follow a logical structure, they need not be studied in
this order. Every chapter is, more or less, self-contained.
Therefore study the chapters in whatever sequence is
appropriate to your course or your individual interests.
But because each part has an introductory chapter,
those students who wish to start with a brief ‘overview’
of the subject may wish ﬁrst to study Chapters 1, 4, 10
and 18 and the chapter summaries of selected chapters.
The same applies to revision – study the introductory
chapters and summary answers to key questions.
The book makes full use of the many practical examples and illustrations which can be found in all operations. Many of these were provided by our contacts in
companies, but many also come from journals, magazines and newspapers. So if you want to understand
the importance of operations management in everyday
business life look for examples and illustrations of oper-

ations management decisions and activities in newspapers
and magazines. There are also examples which you can
observe every day. Whenever you use a shop, eat a meal
in a restaurant, borrow a book from the library or ride
on public transport, consider the operations management
issues of all the operations for which you are a customer.
The case exercises and study activities are there to
provide an opportunity for you to think further about
the ideas discussed in the chapters. Study activities can
be used to test out your understanding of the speciﬁc
points and issues discussed in the chapter and discuss
them as a group, if you choose. If you cannot answer
these you should revisit the relevant parts of the chapter.
The case exercises at the end of each chapter will require
some more thought. Use the questions at the end of each
case exercise to guide you through the logic of analysing
the issue treated in the case. When you have done this
individually try to discuss your analysis with other course
members. Most important of all, every time you analyse
one of the case exercises (or any other case or example
in operations management) start off your analysis with
the two fundamental questions:
●
●

How is this organization trying to compete (or satisfy
its strategic objectives if a not-for-proﬁt organization)?,
What can the operation do to help the organization
compete more effectively?

The key to greater understanding and better grades in Operations Management!
MyOMLab for students
MyOMLab has been developed to help students make the most of their studies in operations management.
Visit the MyOMLab at www.myomlab.com to find valuable teaching and learning material including:
●

Self-assessment questions and a personalized Study Plan to diagnose areas of strength and weakness,
direct students’ learning, and improve results.

●

Unlimited practice on quantitative techniques and solving problems.

●

Audio downloads, animated models and electronic flashcards to aid exam revision.

●

Video clips and short cases to illustrate operations management in action.

Ten steps to getting a better grade in
operations management
I could say that the best rule for getting a better grade is
to be good. I mean really, really good! But, there are
plenty of us who, while fairly good, don’t get as good a
grade as we really deserve. So, if you are studying operations management, and you want a really good grade,
try following these simple steps:
Step 1 Practice, practice, practice. Use the Key questions
and the Problems and applications to check your understanding. Use the Study plan feature in MyOMLab and
practice to master the topics which you ﬁnd difﬁcult.
Step 2 Remember a few key models, and apply them
wherever you can. Use the diagrams and models to
describe some of the examples that are contained within
the chapter. You can also use the revision pod casts on
MyOMLab.
Step 3 Remember to use both quantitative and qualitative
analysis. You’ll get more credit for appropriately mixing your methods: use a quantitative model to answer a
quantitative question and vice versa, but qualify this
with a few well chosen sentences. Both the chapters of
the book, and the exercises on MyOMLab, incorporate
qualitative and quantitative material.
Step 4 There’s always a strategic objective behind any
operational issue. Ask yourself, ‘Would a similar operation with a different strategy do things differently?’
Look at the Short cases, Case studies, and Operations in
practice pieces in the book.
Step 5 Research widely around the topic. Use websites
that you trust – we’ve listed some good websites at the
end of each chapter and on MyOMLab. You’ll get more
credit for using references that come from genuine
academic sources.
Step 6 Use your own experience. Every day, you’re
experiencing an opportunity to apply the principles
of operations management. Why is the queue at the
airport check-in desk so long? What goes on behind
the ‘hole in the wall’ of your bank’s ATM machines?

Use the videos on MyOMLab to look further at
operations in practice.
Step 7 Always answer the question. Think ‘What is
really being asked here? What topic or topics does this
question cover?’ Find the relevant chapter or chapters,
and search the Key questions at the beginning of each
chapter and the Summary at the end of each chapter to
get you started.
Step 8 Take account of the three tiers of accumulating
marks for your answers.
(a) First, demonstrate your knowledge and understanding. Make full use of the text and MyOMLab
to ﬁnd out where you need to improve.
(b) Second, show that you know how to illustrate and
apply the topic. The Short cases, Case studies and
‘Operations in practice’ sections, combined with
those on MyOMLab, give you hundreds of different
examples.
(c) Third, show that you can discuss and analyse the
issues critically. Use the Critical commentaries
within the text to understand some of the alternative viewpoints.
Generally, if you can do (a) you will pass; if you can do
(a) and (b) you will pass well, and if you can do all
three, you will pass with ﬂying colours!
Step 9 Remember not only what the issue is about, but
also understand why! Read the text and apply your
knowledge on MyOMLab until you really understand
why the concepts and techniques of operations management are important, and what they contribute to an
organisation’s success. Your new-found knowledge will
stick in your memory, allow you to develop ideas, and
enable you to get better grades.
Step 10 Start now! Don’t wait until two weeks before an
assignment is due. Log on (www.myomlab.com), read
on, and GOOD LUCK!
Nigel Slack
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